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STRAND SPOTLIGHTS 
PATTERN 41 SOFT EDGE SPOTLIGHT 200/240 VOLT, 100-WATT LAMP 

This is a very small compact lantern particularly suited to stages, exhibitions 
and shop window displays where space is at a premium. Its low price makes it a 
valuable addition to the equipment of small halls where cost is all-important. 
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SPECIFICATION 

The housing is constructed in sheet steel with cast aluminium ends . 
Access to lamp by hinged door at top. 3-in . diameter , 2i-in. focus heat
resisting Fresnel lens with diffusing back . Tray with SBC lampholder and 
fixed 2f-in . diameter anodised aluminium reflector . Focussing by pivoted 
lever extended to front and back . Front runners to take C73 millboard colour 
frame . Built-in resistance under housing allows the 115-volt lamp to be used 
on 200/240 volts. Total consumption from the mains is 200 watts. Tilting 
fork is provided with cast circular base-plate which can also be used as 
fixing plate for suspension. Wired 1 ft . heat-resisting tails without plug . 
Finished black crystalline enamel outside, matt black inside. 
Lamp. 100-watt Class A.1 Tubular Projector with SBC cap. 115 volt (used 

on 200/240 volt due to built-in resistance) . 
Beam Angles. Maximum 42° ; Minimum 14°. 
Maximum throw. Normally used up to 25 ft . 
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PRICE (exclusive of lamp) 

PRICE (exclusive of lamp) 

each 

PATTERN 41T SOFT EDGE SPOTLIGHT 

115 VOLT, 1°00 WATT 

For shop window lighting and similar situations where 

several of these spotlights are used together and /or for 

prolonged periods, the Pattern 41T spot, without res istan ce , 

can be supplied. Dimensions B and G are then 5 in. and 

2f in. respect ively making a less deep lantern which must 

be supplied from a transformer with an output of 115 volts . 

each 
(Transformer prices on receipt of details, number of lanterns and layout) 

HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOMS 
29, KING STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 
SALES AND GOODS - 24, FLORAL ST., W .C.2 

TEMPLE BAR 4+14 GRAMS: SPOTLITE RAND LONDON 
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(Continued Overleaf) 
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313, OLDHAM ROAD, MANCHESTER 10 

COLL YHURST 2736 
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